.Press~lI·e -volumc-tclllperat ure d ata on rubbc r-s ulfur vulca ni zates a re analyzed in CO llnectlOJl wIth t heu bean ng on t he sccond-order , 0 1' gla ss, t ransition in rub ber. The resu ltr; show no m eas ura~) l e. change in t ran sit . io n tcmpc ra t urc .wi t h il2c rcas in g press ure nor a ny notJCcab le d lsco nt ll1lll ty 111 co mp ressl bJ II ty at t he t ransitIO n. 1\ 0 cvidence is found for an isot hermal transitio n prod uced by p rcssure. Possible exp lanations for t he abse n ce of t he p rcssure t ran sition arc di scll ssed.
Introduction
In a previous report [1] 2 experimental pressurevolume-temperature (PVT ) data wer e presented for rubb er-sulfur vu1canizates in the ranges 10 to 28 percent of sulfur, 10° to 80° 0 , and 1,000 to 10,000 atm . No interpretations of these data wer e made in that r eport. In this study th e significan ce of t he data with r espect to unresollT ed questions concerning the second-order, or glass, transi tion in rubbers a rC' considered .
Tb e glass transition (denoted h er e as Tg ) defin es a t emperature 01' temperature interval in which marked changes in properties occur in high polymers, glasses, and oth er materials that may m n.nife t a glassy state. Th ere is considerable doubt as to wheth er the ph enomen a observed are r epresentative of a true th ermodynamic transition or m erely of a very slow rate process in which attainment of equilibrium m ay be considered temporally impractical [2] . I\esolu-tion of these problems is of great theoretical im-I portance, particularly with respect to th e third In.w of thermodynamies [3] bu t is beyond th e scope of this report. The widespread inte rest in the glass transition com es from its practical importance in commer cial applications, and there is considerable literature on the subj ect, such as the extensive r eviews by Boyer and Spen cer [4] , B erger [5] Morey [6] , K auzmann [7] , and others. ' There is no established isothermal volume change that takes place at Tg and similarly no latent heat, although Cp (and presumably Co) change markedly. To a first apprmcimation, therefore, it would appeal' that Tg should be independent of pressure. The inter est in the effect of P on Tg is indicated by the numerou s r ecent attempts to dedu ce this r elationship from data given by Scott [8] .
Scott [8] previou sly reported PFT data on rubbersulfu r vulcanizates over essentially the sam e temperatme interval bu t to a maximum pressure of only 800 bars. Th ese have h eretofore represen ted the only available data on high polymers with a direct bearing on th e relationship between P , V, and T g. However, at the time th e measurem ents wer e made the futUre significance of the discontinuities in slopes of isobars was not a pparent , and the data are given only by ' 'rh is work was sponsorcd by thc Omce of Naval Rcsearcb .
• urn bel'S in brackets refer to tbc literature rcfc rcnccs at the cnd of tbis papcr. m eans of graphs and empirical equations that ar e ~om.e what d~ffi cult to use. With subsequ ent incr easmg mter est In the nature of the pl'ocesses responsible for the changes observed at Tg, the data of Scott have received ma jor attention from l'ecent workers_ It would appear, in view of t he way th e results are presented and th~ !act th at t heir future significance could not be a ntlcipat ed, that sever al questionable conclusions have b een derived recently from these data. The unsoundness of such conclu sions is confilTn e~ in most instan ces by th e original numerical expenmental data that have b een made available thl'o~l gh t he cooperation of A. H. Scott [9] . The preyIOusly reported data at high press ures [1] arc deSIgn ed to covel' e sen tially the same sulfur a nd temperature range t udied by Scott [8] a nd to give an unequivocal answer to the interdependen ce of J'g and P , as well as other matter of interest h ere.
I\ubber-slilfur vulcanizates were selected so that ~eve]'al specimen s were expect ed to pass t hrou gh Tg m the temperature interval u cd, alt hough studies were made of specimens exhibiting no Tg in this temperature interval. These were added to round OUG th e picture in so far as possible. Howev er, very low sulfur contents cou ld not be conveniently studied because of the actio n of the confining liquid-a lighb petr.oleum distillate-on su ch specimens. The num e~'l cal data obtained , and th e empirical equations den ved to fit the data, h ave been given previously [1] .
. It mu st be emph asized that ~ub equ ent interpretatIOns of these data can be conSId er ed to apply only to the pressure interval studied (1,000 to 10,000 atm) and to the rubber-sulfur vulcanizate syst em of high sulfur content.
. Results and Discussion

.1. Isobaric Transition, Tg
I sobars calculated from th e numerical data are sho l','n for six v ulcanizates in figures 1 to 6, in which sp eCIfic volumes are plotted as ordinates. Each isobar is labell ed with the corresponding pressure in unit~ of thousands of atm?spheres. In th ese figures the Isobars are drawn as lmear above and below T which is taken to correspond to the intersection ;r th ese lines. In figures 1 and 2 no transition is otserved , and th ey are included to illustrate other matters t? .be pointed out la~er. In figures 4 and 6, the tranSItIOn temperature IS not well defined ; inl the former because of scatter of points, and in the latter b ecause only a single point occurs at temperatures above Tg. In figures 3 and 5, Tg is considered to be sufficiently well defined to conclude, with due consideration of the experimental errors [1] , that there is no evidence for any measureable change in Tg with changing pressure. It is suggested, therefore, that for these materials in tIlls pressure range, Tg is not a function of pressure to a rather good degree of approximation.
It will be noted that some discrepancy exists between the values of Tg given h ere and those of Scott [8] , from which these data were essentially derived. These discrepancies are to be attributed to uncertainties in deriving the specific volumes from the graphical data of Scott [8] and inherent variaations to be expected in lines drawn through experimental points. Therefore, no significance may be attached to the actual values of Tg shown here.
It is of the utmost importance to recognize that no factor appears to act on compression to produce any measurable change in Tg.
Specimens used in these studies will ultimately be analyzed and studied dilatometrically at 1 atm. No significant change in any conclusion presented here is to be expected as a result of any measurements at 1 atm. Slight revisions of specific volumes or values of Tg may be expected and these will be reported in due course.
From the fact that the isobars represent a family of divergent lines, shown best in figures 1 and 2, it is possible to deduce qualitatively the effects of pressure on expansivity and of pressure and temperature TEMPE RATUR E . oc on compressibility. Such effects are interrelated by the geometry of the family of isobaric lines and the fact that the expansivity is proportional to the slope of the isobars and the isothermal compressiblity to the separation of the isobars at a given temperature. Qualitatively, the expansivities and compressibilities behave in a manner similar to that pointed out by Bridgman for solids and liquids [16] .
From the empirical equations derived previously, the compressibility may be written as where the coefficients are essentially positive. In all empirical equations it is noted that b' and c' may change signs rarely; but a", b" , and e" are found to reverse in sign somewhat more frequently. The change in compressibility with temperature is then
with similar considerations regarding the signs of the coefficients. At a given pressure it is apparent from eq (1) that the compressibility increases with increasing temperature, since la' I» la"I,lb' I»Ib" I,lc' l» Je" I· From eq (2) it appears that at a given pressure, the rate of increase of compressibility with temperature is less at lllgher temperatures (that is,~above Tg) than at lower temperatures (that is, below Tg). Tbe number OPPOSite eacb isobar denotes tbe pressure in units oC tho usands of The number opposite each isobar denotes the pressure in units of tbollsands of atmospheres.
atmospheres.
l
However, for some specimens exhibiting Tg in this temperature interval, a" is negative so that the reverse is true. This fact, together with the errors inherent in defining the smaller coefficients, renders a decision on the variation of compressibility with temperature somewhat uncertain. From the equations, however, it may be stated with confidence that any change in compressibility on passing through Tg is not large. From figmes 3 to 6, it can be concluded that such an increase in compressibility would probably decrease withincreasing pressure and that such an effect, if it exists, is larger at low pressures. Oonsideration of the experimental data furnished by Scott [9J yields the conclusion that e:ll.1.stence of a change in compressibility on passing through Tg is very doubtful, and if present is certainly rather small. Because compressibility is generally not determined with the precision of expansivity and is a strong function of pressure and temperature, any conclusions involving small changes in such a property are subject to some uncertainty. There is little doubt that a change in compressibility of the order of 2 or 3 to 1 is not shown by these data. Inasmuch as eq (1) and (2) do not r eadily permit an unequivocal general analysis, it is of interest to show the compressibili ty-temperature behavior numerically. Such calculations have been made for several vulcanizates with results similar to those shown for a flexible rubber (13 percent of S) and a rigid rubber (22 percent of S) which shows the marked isobaric transition of figure 5. The results of th ese calculations are shown graphically in figures 7 and 8, in which compressibility is plotted against tem- -10  20  30  40  50  60  70  60  90  TEMPERATURE,oc perature, the pressure being denoted on each curve in units of thousands of atmospheres. It will be noted that a discontinuity in compressibility at Tg is absent at all pressures in figure 8 , the compressi-~ bility isobars being essentially as smooth as those for the 13-percent vulcanizate shown in figure 7 for comparison. Differences between the shapes of the curves in these figures are not of interest h ere, the principal point of interest being the essential smoothness of the curves. It is to be noted that any assumptions involved in calculations of the original data [I J have negligible effect on these curves, which are defined essentially by the shapes of the compression isotherms and not by their absolute magnitudes. Discon tinuities in compressibility must show up as irregulalities in the original experimental data irrespective of any extensive properties of the material. No such irregularities have ever been observed within the experimental errors of the measuremen ts.
It is of interest to calculate the change of Tg with increasing pressure on the assumption that the phenomenon is representative of a true thermodynamic transition of second order. The equations defining this varia tion are and (4) where the terms have the usual significance [10] . Equation (3) has been evalua ted by Gee [11] , who found d T jdP = O.016 degjbar. Sufficient data are available here to evaluate eq (4). From eq (1) .
(31 -(32 = A(3 is found to be atmospheres.
where
whence, by substituLing, eq (4) may be shown Lo b e whi ch reduces at low pressures to (8) Considering th e 22-percent-rubber-sulful' vulcaniza te ul par ticular, although all oth er rubbers are quite comparable, t[ + t2 may be taken to b e approximately 1 X 10 2 , while a" is + 3.6 X 10 -10 , a' is l.3 X 10 -7 and 2ao" is 1.4 X 10 -5 . The value of dT/dP is then of the order of 7 X 10-3 deg/atm. This conesponds to a change of Tg of the order of 7 deg C/1,000 atm a t low pressures. It is not apparant that the orders of magnitud e of numerator and denominator of eq (7) do not chan ge with incr easing press ure. However , simple numerical compuLation s, using the coefficients of the empirical equation , show that such is the ca e. On Lhe basis of these data, a change 
.. Isothermal Compression
Typical isotherms are shown in figure 9 , and because all other isotherms ar e essentially similar, there seems no reason for their reproduction here. All isotherms are inher ently smooth, and it must be concluded that a second-order , or glass, transition pressure, Pg, do es not exist in these data. The existence of P g would appear to be of importance from both theoretical and practical viewpoints and po sible reasons for failure to observe such a phenomenon must be considered .
First, occurren ce of su ch a transition at low pressures, that i , b elow 1,000 atm, may be essentially ruled out, sin ce Scott [8] observed no su ch transition up to 800 bars.
Second, the effec t of the confining liquid on the transition may b e discarded as m easurements of the amount of sueh liquid ab orbed yielded r esults of such small magnitude as to invalidate this possibility.
Third, the small magnitude of any change of compressibili ty occurring on traversing P g might render observaLion of such a phenomenon most difficult, particularly in ce th e compressibility is strongly pressure dependent. The diflicultie arising from this po sibility cannot be minimized and are very r eal. However, it would appeal' from the very r eal similarity of Lhe compre sion curves of all polymers studied Lo da te without r egard to Tg 01' the ch emical strLleture of the polymer that it is very improbable that any ueh P g exists.
All previou s studies of this nature have r eported smooth PF r elationship . Adams and Gibson [12] used essen tially the same experimental apparatus applied h ere; Bridgman [1 3] however , has evolved a different method r equiring no confining liquid and has reported some irregularities. Tammann and J ellinghaus [14J studied glasses at various temperatures through the transition range at pressur es as high as 2,000 kg/cm 2 and likewise reported data showing no isothermal irregularities. The report of Bridgman deserve special consideration. The data from whieh this r eport originated were made available through the cooperation of P. W.
Bridgman [15] . From these daLa it would appear that the isoth erms themselves are also smooth, but irregularities appeal' in th e differen ces of the experim ental data . Because all rubbers studied which had similar rubber content did not exhibit similar b~hav ior, it appears most probable that the irregularities did not arise from the polymer alone. This is not believed to be typical of the transitions considered here.
It is concluded therefore, that there is no good evidence for a Pg comparable to Tg. No absolute requirement for such a Pg exists because P and T are independent and observed behavior in the 17-T plane does not imply a definite behavior in the P-V plane. However, since V is considered to be of great importance in determining the behavior of condensed phases, and values of V smaller than those expected at T = O° K by thermal contraction alone can be produced by these pressures, it is of interest to evaluate internal-energy changes due to isothermal compression over this pressure range and by isobaric expansion over a temperature interval that includes
Tg. These energy changes may be evaluated by the easily derivable relationships (9) ( 10) where the quantities have the usual thermodynamic significance. These equations were evaluated for natural rubber in which Tg "'" 200 0 K. The temperature limits were 300 0 and 175 0 K, which include Tg , and the corresponding pressure limits were 1 and 10,000 atm, respectively. The following assumptions were required in evaluating eq (9) and (10): 1. {3 for natural rubber was assumed to have the same pressure dependence found for the 10-percen tsulfur vulcanizate studied.
2. a was assumed to be a linear function of pressure, with a pressure dependence similar to that found for liquids by Bridgman [16] .
3. Quasi-equilibrium was assumed at Tg so that eq (10) could be applied. This assumption is borne out by experimental data [17] .
4. a was assumed to be continuous in a mathematical sense at Tg. Using Bekkedahl's data for specific heats [18] and expansivities [19] , together with the above assumptions, the following values are obtained:
These values are of the same order of magnitude for natural rubber where Tg is far below room temperature. 1£ harder rubbers are considered, the lower limit of temperature required on the integrals of eq (10) to encompass Tg becomes higher, and for very hard rubbers the value of (t:..E)p reverses in sign as Tg becomes greater than room temperature. The value of (t:..Eh, however, will remain relatively unchanged. It is clear therefore that for the rubbers studied here that I (t:..Eh l is certainly not necessarily smaller than ICt:..E)pl. Therefore, a quantitative difference in internal energy changes cannot be used to account for the absence of P g on isothermal compression. It must be emphasized that the source of the respective internal-energy changes has not been considered. On isothermal compression, it is most probable that the decrease in internal energy arises principally from change in potential energy [16] , whereas in isobaric contraction, the decrease is to be attributed principally to kinetic sources. It appears reasonable to suppose that the transition is not caused by potential effects, particularly because recent theories of the causes of the transition in polymers [4, 17] emphasize the retarded viscous-response concept. The latter of these, however, deduces the viscous-response concept from an hypothesis of critical free volume. The free-volume concept would appear to require some modification because free volumes attained in the present studies, although considerably less than those expected at 0 0 K by thermal contraction alone, produce no isothermal transition and appear to have no effect on the isobaric transition. In the light of the present evidence no extension of such concepts appears justified.
Important quantitative conclusions differing from I those of this report have been deduced from the data obtained in previous studies at elevated pressures. Although the measurements were made by Scott [8] and Tamman and Jellinghaus [14] , pertinent conclusions of interest here have been reached by later workers from a study of the reported data. Such conclusions are frequently erroneously attributed to the original authors, and, in most instances, appear to be highly questionable. It is necessary, therefore, to examine those previous data critically and to evaluate such conclusions drawn therefrom that differ from those of this report.
The frequently quoted results of Scott [8] , who studied rubbers to a maximum pressure of 800 bars, are cited chiefly with respect to the behavior of the 19.5-percent-rubber-sulfur vulcanizate that undergoes a glass transition in the temperature interval FIGURE 
Compressibility isobars calculated from data of
Scott [8] for rubber-sulfur vulcani zate containing 19.5 percent of sulfur.
e. 100 bars. decreasing pressure; CD, 100 bars, increasing pressure; O. 700 bar3 decreasing pressure; . , 700 bars, increasing pressure. 
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reported. The original experimen tal data on this vulcanizate were made available by A. H . Scott [9] , and are r eproduced in table 1. From these data the compressibilities (-/1 VjVo/1P) were ca.lculated by first differences. These compressibili ties are given in table 2, and a plot of compressibility versus temperature is shown in figure 10 for interpolated pressures of 100 and 700 bars. No appreciable discont inuity in compressibility is manifes t at either pres· s ure, and similar resul ts will be obtain ed at other pressures as is evident by an inspection of the data of Numerous qualitative and quantitative deductions have also been drawn from the dat a of Tammann and J ellinghaus [14] , who investigat ed glasses at 100-kgjcm 2 pressure intervals to a ma). :imum pressure of 2,000 kgjcm 2 • I sothermal measurements wer e made a t approximat ely 10-deg-C intervals covering a r ange that included Tg. These data have been widely quoted as showing a pronounced change in compressibility on passing through Tg. The authors estimat ed their experimental error through a measurement on water that was compar ed wit h the early (1893) data of Amagat [20] . By such a comparison they report an average error of 3 X 10-4 mljg and a maximum error of 1.1 X 10-3 mljg in specific volume.
Cursory examination of the specific-volume data do es lead to indications of a marked cha nge in compressibility at Tg as widely accepted. However, study of the isothermal first differ ences of the experimental data r eported discloses a considerable scatter .
The first differences correspond to the Ll V values experimentally measured, and it is these values which determine compressibility. The estimated average error of 3 X 10-4 ml/g in specific volume now amounts to a large proportion of the Ll V value. These co nsiderations apply to the isothermal data; and if it is no N required to estimate the temperature coefficient of compressibility, it is necessary to compare the Ll V values for a given pressure at the various temperatures. The change in compressibility at Tg is precisely this temperature coefficient of compressibility that is clearly subj ect to considerably more uncertainty than the compressibility itself. To illustrate the problem, the first differen ces of the reported data on salicin glass [14] , which represent Ll V valu es for each 100 kg/cm 2 , are plotted against pressure for four temperatures in figure 11 . The vertical dimension of each point is taken as 3 X 10-4 ml/g in accordance with the author 's estimated average error in specific volume and is indicated by the barred line. In a statistical sense tillS estimate for crror in the differences is probably considerably too low, but all pertinent conclusions are obvious. even with the under estimated error.
The vertical separation of the points at a given pressure will be a measure of the effect of temperature on compressibility. It is to be anticipated that compressibility will increase with increasing temperature. However, in only 8 of the 20 pressures shown is the order of the points in the order of increasing temperature. The other 12 cases contain at least one instance of an inversion indicating at least one instance of greater compressibility at a lower temperature. In any event, inspection of the amount and degree of overlapping and inversion in figure 11 indicates the questionable nature of any conclusions concerning compressibility as related to --------~1--------~1----------r_------ temperature. It may be noted t hat instances of inversion of compressib ility with temperature also occur in the data shown in figure 8 . The amounts of such inversions are of a much smaller order than mos t of those indica ted in figure 11 and are wi thin the experimental errors of the present measurements. A tabulation of compression values (Ll VI Vo) for three intervals (1 to 1,000; 1,000 to 2,000; and 1 to 2,000 kg/cm 2 ) is given in studied [14] . These data show that any conclusions regarding the change in compressibility at Tg must be qualified at least a.s to the pressure range and in view of the results of figure 11 should be drawn with extreme caution. I t can be concluded solely from a detailed examination of the data of these investigations that the interpretations, which have been subsequently advanced in connection with questions concerning the effect of pressure on the glass transition, are not unequivocally established by these data. It is therefore suggested that as a result of this and the previous studies that there is no valid evidence for a discontinuity of compressibility at Tg nor for any appreciable effect of pressure on Tg in the r ubber-sulfur system of high polymers.
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